2000 chevy malibu blower motor

Hi, i have a chevy malibu which apparently bought in august Now, all of a sudden my blower
motor started making noise and than stopped. It only has 65k kms on it. I heard that a lot of
malibus had the this problem and it was the exact same issue as mine. In fact GM had a recall
on this issue well, however When i went to Wheaton Chevrolet their service advisor bluntly
refused to handle that issue despite low kms. Thats really frustrating. Can anyone advise?
SgtKidJoe answered 6 years ago. I'd start by checking the blower fuse and relay. Remove the
fuse and replace it with another one. A diagram of which fuse and where it is located should be
in your manufacturers owners manual. When you replace the component, take a good look at
the connector you take off and make sure there are no signs of overheating the connector, like
burnt spots. SunnyB answered 6 years ago. I really appreciate you taking time and responding
to my question. I was hoping that GM team would respond, but I was probably expecting a lot
from Them. Anyway, yes, i've checked all of that and there's nothing wrong but the blower
motor it's making some wierd sound too. Fuse, resistor and connectors are all in place without
any issue. When i actually knock underneath my dash motor starts again. So i am pretty sure
that it is nothing else but the motor itself. Sorry to hear that. If it is still under warranty, I'm
guessing it's not, I'd take it to another GM dealership Buick, Cadillac to have them work on it. I
have not replaced one on a newer model and always use an aftermarket product for something
that is so new that it needs to be replaced. My Malibu will be my last Chevy because of things
like this and the difficulty in dealing with GM dealerships. Actually it's not just over by 4k. To be
honest with i was so firm after my last one that i wont go for it but dont know what went wring
with me that i agai. To be honest with i was so firm after my last one that i wont go for it but
dont know what went wrong with me that i again went for another chevy but i am firm niw that it
is going to be my last. GM dealerships and their customer service really sucks!!!! Japanese and
Germans are the best in my opinion. SunnyB answered 5 years ago. Sunny,that is a good
question,did you receive a recall notice? And some time,s there is a time limit on these
recall,s,and if not done in a certain time ,the dealer will not cover the cost. Nope, i never
received any auch notice from GM. However, i did hear that there was a recall for the blower
motor but mine wasn't. How come mine wasn't, despite being the same year? Lot,s of time,s
certain car,s are over looked by the recall,s,and would probably explain why you did not recieve
one,dealer,s have a list with vin number,s to go by on the recall,s,and if your vin was not on
there,they will not cover it,yes this is not fair,but this happen,s alot,. Cody answered 5 years
ago. Mark answered 5 years ago. Any help would be much appreciated, And you can run a
12volt jumper wire to blower motor and it kicks on. I fixed several problems by changing fuses
in this car. It's worth a shot. Kathy answered 5 years ago. I bought this vehicle brand new, and it
now has 93, miles and is paid off. My , warranty expired May 7, , and I have now been informed
by my mechanic that it has 2 cylinder heads that have low compression which was making my
engine knock. To replace these 2 cylinder heads, it is the same price it will cost me to have a
used engine put in!! How much you ask???? I have had noting but problems with this car!!
From having to have my driver seat replaced thee times due to it getting a tear in the same
place, my locks going crazy and having a mind of their own, to a small leak in the transmission
that had to be fixed, and now this!!!! I will never buy another Chevy!! They don't stand behind
their product, the service team sucks, and they don't build quality cars! Moving forward Japan
will be getting all my money, at least when it comes to vehicles!!! Guru94TSD answered 3 years
ago. Arty12malibu answered 3 years ago. I'm going through it myself. After testing the fuses,
the motor, and the resistor I remembered that the air kicked on when my girlfriend kicked the
dash. I tapped the connections of both the blower and the resistor. The air turned on when I
tapped the resistor wires. When I wiggled the wires it turned on too but the wires were scalding
hot. GuruZCKV1 answered 3 years ago. Arty12malibu I'm having the same exact issue. If you
bump the dash, the AC will turn on. How did you go about fixing that? Did you have to replace
all the wiring? The problem was that the blower motor was drawing too many amps because it
was dying. So when testing, unless you test how much current it's taking you'll think "oh I
hooked it up to a battery and it worked fine. All three blower motor, blower motor resistor,
blower motor resistor connector needed to be replaced. If it is the first time replacing the blower
motor you'll have to spend money on the blower motor bracket kit since GM decided to
semiperminantly attach the blower motor to the dash. You literally have to cut it out. Guru5FTXB
answered 3 years ago. Guru8HWMM answered about a year ago. I have a malibu LTZ Im having
issues also with blower. One day the motor did not kick in I tapped on the main CCM on the
dash it came on until one day i smelled burning and the blower has never came back on. I tested
power to the motor i was getting up to 11 volts. Not sure what to do. Where is the resistor
module located not sure where anything is located. I heard that a lot of I replaced blower motor
after old one stopped. Now air is not coming out of vents. Resistor is fine. What is my next
step? Blower motor is working fine and speed control works just no air movement. Replaced a

blower motor that had gone out. It does it on hot My Malibu blower will not blow on any speeds.
I can feel cold or hot air if I put my hand to the vent while in motion but it won't blow out. Also,
my radio display does not work. What could th I own a chevy malbui and I was going to take the
motor out but I don't know what type of cars can use the same motor. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Blower motor issue causing trouble. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Malibu question. Search
Chevrolet Malibu Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. One of the most common and inconvenient
problems with the Chevy Malibu is when it has no heat coming from the heater. Not having a
functioning heater makes driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At
the simplest level, there are two main reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is
blowing, but blowing cold, it has something to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or
the heater core itself. At the simplest level possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant
from the engine into a tiny radiator called the heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows
air across the it and the newly heated air blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater
has stopped working in your Malibu, this process has failed in one way or another. There is
almost never a situation where you would need to take the radiator cap off of the radiator to add
coolant. The exception to that would be when you would have reason to believe that the hose
going from the reservoir to the radiator is clogged. While not having enough coolant may make
your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Malibu to not be able to create enough heat. You
can verify this by checking the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow reservoir. The
overflow reservoir will be connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top usually right
by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water to enter the
engine when it is getting hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the vehicle warms up.
Sometimes when a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the coolant to
continuously enter the engine. If your Malibu has a built in temperature gauge, take a look at it
and see if it is in the spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself can go bad.
Over time, they are known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through it, there can
be no heat. A bad heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two hoses coming
to and from the heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on.
If one of the hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good indication that the
heater core is clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in the cooling system,
low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running
hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with
the water pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the
serpentine belt going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But,
using the info above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is
anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low Coolant While
not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Malibu to
not be able to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If
you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is
not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Right now it's
not major because in AZ you need the blower on high, but in a month when we move to MN
where sometimes you only need the lower settings, this will really suck. I need help locating the
blower fan resister. I know it is supposed to be on a fire wall but I don't know what it looks like
or if it is in a relay pack. Can anyone tell me where to find it? The electrical problems on this car
are terrible! Maybe they are caused by a leak somewhere above the fan motor. I have had this
car for a while have had a problem with the ac working on anything but settings 3, 4 and 5. Also
the AC Button will cut off all on its own. It is a real pain to deal with this especially when it is
extremely hot out! Anyone know a fix? Yet another thing wrong with this car! What a POS car!
Right in the middle of winter this thing wants to die on me Resistor pack failed again, the first
time was at about , miles and only failed on fan speed 1 and 2. This time 1,2, and 3 all failed. It is
my wife's car, which she drives a lot to and from work so I feel bad that she has to drive this GM
piece of crap. The only reason we keep it is because it is paid off. Mine only works on settings 4
and 5. Setting 3 was working for about 6 months. Does anyone know the part number and cost
to replace that relay pack? This is another example of GM's poor quality. I just hate to buy a
Japanese car. I want to buy American, why doesn't GM want to be the best? Now all I have is
setting 5, so I'm either roasting or freezing and it's very annoying. Chevy should do someting to

help minimize cost to repair! If this was one of their trucks, SUV's or corvette, you can be
assured they'd do something! My heater has never worked on the 1st 2 settings. I have just
dealt with it forever. I cant believe it seems to be a pretty common problem on these cars. If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 19 reports fix resistors
that fail in the relay pack 10 reports replace themostat 1 reports replaced the fuse 1 reports.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Malibu problem yet. Be the first!
Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code:
A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:. VDO has revolutioniz Established in , ACDelco
manufactu Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've Made
a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Blower
Motor part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Chevrolet Malibu Blower Motor. Showing 1 - 6
of 6 results. Sort by:. Part Number: RBC Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: FS Part Number: AC Part Number: GP
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Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Four Seasons is a leading automotive aftermarket supplier
of air May 19, Great place to buy parts. Great selection great prices every time I look for a part I
find it with no problem and love the Different selection that I have and easy check out and get
parts within days of promised due to pandemic. Marlon Goodwin. Purchased on May 05, Jun 11,
Excellent Buy. Replacement part made me realize just how bad the original blower had become.
I could not believe the vast improvement on air flow. Purchased on Nov 05, Helpful Automotive
Resources. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

